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The topic for this issue is anything that sparkles, shines, or glows.

                                                              baroque music
                                                              a gold leaf drops
                                                              into my hand
                                                              
                                                              © Devin Harrison - Canada

warm breezes
where feral cats meet
midnight stars

© Anna Cates - USA

                                                              twinkling  star -
                                                              announcing a new message
                                                              my smartphone

                                                              © Ana Drobot - Romania

midnight bridges
the sheen of snow
clinging to stars

© Alan Summers - UK

                                                               new year's day
                                                               in his eyes
                                                               a lantern festival
                                                               
                                                               © Jennifer Hambrick - USA

rain of stars -
a wish falls
in my wine glass

© Maria Laura Valente - Italy



                                                              Christmas lights
                                                              the way your eyes 
                                                              used to shine

                                                              © Scott Wiggerman - USA 

the stars above
the lights below
the airplane between 

© A. D. Adams - USA

                                                              after a goodbye kiss -
                                                              a glow of retreating sun
                                                              on her face 

                                                              © Aparna Pathak - India 

starry sky
messages from the past
on my voicemail 

© Bouwe Brouwer - The Netherlands 

                                                               grandma's visit
                                                               covering the rhinestone
                                                               in my navel

                                                               © Phyllis Lee  - USA

free fall in darkness
candles burning forever
memories cluster

© Freya Pickard - UK

                                                              



                                                              night lights
                                                              from Pier J
                                                              the Big Dipper

                                                              © Deborah P. Kolodji - USA

winter windowpane . . .
one firefly dims
as another glows 

© Ali Znaidi - Tunisia 

                                                               moon penny . . .
                                                               even in the shadows
                                                               glowing white

                                                               © Pat Geyer - USA

gold plane
white noise
. . . contrail 

© Helen Buckingham - UK 

                                                              evening rain
                                                              in a stone's hollow
                                                              the stars ripple

                                                              © Joshua Gage - USA

candle in a cup
glows despite the hurricane
lashing at the house

© Deborah L. Davitt - USA                                                                       

                                                              



                                                              glow-worms
                                                              I formulate a new
                                                              diet plan

                                                              © Shloka Shankar - India 

midnight sail
above us a scatter
of spangles 

© Jan Benson - USA
                                                                                                                     
                                                              mid-winter
                                                              dappling sunlight
                                                              on the polished floor

                                                              © Adelaide Shaw - USA

Holiday popcorn
Replaced by permanent bling
In recycled tins

© Clarissa Simmens - USA                                                            
                                                              
                                                              winter sun
                                                              the pine tree's shadow shifts
                                                              from gray to silver
                                                              
                                                              © Skaidrite Stelzer - USA

one more star
twinkles tonight . . .
little sister 

©  Marion Clarke - Northern Ireland 

                                                              



                                                              predawn fog
                                                              moving along the path
                                                              a monk's lantern

                                                              © Jill Lange - USA

the carnival band
how he straddles her rhythm -
sunlight on glass beads

© Gillena Cox - Trinidad and Tobago 

                                                              sparkles cascade
                                                              down her sunlit veil 
                                                              Bridal Falls 

                                                              © Claire Vogel Camargo - USA 

glow sticks
not everything good
lasts forever

© Christine L. Villa - USA

                                                              morning tea . . .
                                                              stirring sunlight
                                                              on the ceiling

                                                              © Julie Warther - USA

morning darkness
at the bus stop - 
snow twinkling

© Valentina Ranaldi-Adams - USA



In the Starlight 

late summer . . .
the Morse Code

of fireflies

© Nancy Brady - USA

supernova 
in the chalkboard sky
stardust to stardust

© Christina Sng - Singapore

I chose these haiku to be In the Starlight because I like them.

Valentina Ranaldi-Adams
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